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An instant, free and light editing tool designed to make writing plain text a breeze. It's a simple and easy text editor for fast,
small and on the go writing on Windows and Linux. It can be used to open any text files that can be opened by default. Photo
Viewer is a free screen-capture utility for Windows. It can take a series of screenshots and combine them to a video, frame-by-
frame, in a separate file or as a slideshow. It also records the screen area that was captured, stores its coordinates and
dimensions, and optionally adds a simple border. Simple to use Photo Viewer is extremely simple to use. All you have to do is
click on the window or the screen, then click the Capture button, and you'll see a preview of the newly captured frame
immediately. Once you click to stop capturing, a tool-tip window appears briefly showing the name of the capture file, and the
final coordinates of the captured area. In addition to the previews, you can also use the View option to create a JPEG file with
the last frame, view it in the built-in viewer or in any other image viewer of your choice, and export it as a BMP or JPG file.
You can adjust the default capture area in the last frame by adjusting the zoom slider in the bottom-right corner of the window.
The only options that the application offers are the standard Quality and Style options, namely the image format, the thumbnail
size and the brightness and contrast. Photo Viewer features Very intuitive UI The GUI is extremely simple and intuitive to use.
It includes a simple toolbar that contains the capture and thumbnail buttons, and a zoom slider in the bottom-right corner. The
capture window can be minimized to an icon by the top-right corner. This allows you to minimize the capture window and still
have a picture-in-picture window of your desktop. Capture and thumbnail preview Photo Viewer displays a thumbnail of the last
captured frame immediately. This allows you to capture only the part of the screen you need, and you can also have multiple
thumbnails in the preview window, so you can see which parts of the screen are captured, and what the result will look like. The
capture window is also where you can adjust the capture area, as well as the zoom slider, and then click the Capture button to
start capturing. The final captured area is shown in a tool-tip window briefly, showing the capture file name
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Ctrl+0: CUT Ctrl+V: COPY Ctrl+T: PASTE Ctrl+U: UNDO Ctrl+W: DELETE Ctrl+X: SELECT ALL Ctrl+Y: COPY IN
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Write down quick notes, write code, sign documents, type up a test, write a journal, send an email, draw a diagram, make a label
or share your latest thoughts. And when you want to share your latest thought or project, QuikNote provides a standard text
format to support all types of platforms. What's new in this version: Optimized the program: * Reduced the size of the
temporary files created when writing to disk * Reduced memory usage when writing to disk Improvements: * Corrected the text
in the About box * Added autofit to the text size preference dialog * Removed the option to choose the default text format
Fixed: * Typing over the caret in the Line Text area sometimes produced incorrect results * The File Name filter sometimes left
out some files when it was used on a search filter Recently updated: * Updated to include the latest fixes and improvements *
Added the ability to create a backup of the temporary files during a write to disk operation * Changed the location of the
temporary files for the general case to allow for easier cleaning up Ratings Details QuikNote is a basic text editor developed in
Java that gives you the possibility to easily, open, edit, create and save plain text documents, namely files with the TXT
extension. It offers a simpler alternative to the Windows Notepad, since it comes packed with a lighter set of options. No
installation necessary, besides Java Provided that you already have Java installed on your computer, you don't need to set up
anything else. The entire tool's packed in an executable.jar file that can be saved to a custom directory on the disk or copied to a
removable storage unit, in order to seamlessly launch it on any PC with Java. It doesn't add new entries to the system registry or
create files on the disk without letting you know about it. In order to uninstall it, you simply have to delete this item. Standard
text editing options When it comes to the interface, QuikNote opts for a standard window with a minimalistic appearance,
showing options in the "File" and right-click menu. Text can be typed of copied from the Clipboard. It's possible to cut, copy,
paste, delete and select all text, change the reading order, insert and show Unicode characters, open existing documents, as well
as save files by specifying the output directory and

What's New In QuikNote?

QuikNote is a basic text editor developed in Java that gives you the possibility to easily, open, edit, create and save plain text
documents, namely files with the TXT extension. It offers a simpler alternative to the Windows Notepad, since it comes packed
with a lighter set of options. No installation necessary, besides Java Provided that you already have Java installed on your
computer, you don't need to set up anything else. The entire tool's packed in an executable.jar file that can be saved to a custom
directory on the disk or copied to a removable storage unit, in order to seamlessly launch it on any PC with Java. It doesn't add
new entries to the system registry or create files on the disk without letting you know about it. In order to uninstall it, you simply
have to delete this item. Standard text editing options When it comes to the interface, QuikNote opts for a standard window
with a minimalistic appearance, showing options in the "File" and right-click menu. Text can be typed of copied from the
Clipboard. It's possible to cut, copy, paste, delete and select all text, change the reading order, insert and show Unicode
characters, open existing documents, as well as save files by specifying the output directory and file name. The output format
must be set to.txt, otherwise the tool creates a file unassociated with any application. Evaluation and conclusion Unsurprisingly
from such a compact tool, it didn't put a strain on the overall performance of the machine in our tests, running on a low amount
of CPU and RAM. It remained stable throughout the entire session, without hanging, crashing or prompting errors. However,
the developer made a minor mistake, setting the "Ctrl+0" key combination instead of "Ctrl+O" for opening files. To wrap it up,
QuikNote may not have a particularly rich set of options and customization preferences to make it your go-to text editor, but it
offers a straightforward solution to taking quick notes, as it was designed for. Evaluation and conclusion This review is for
QuikNote 2.0.0.1868 and has been posted by Anonymous on Sunday, May 12th, 2013 at 7:16 pm and is filed under Text
Editors. You can skip to the end and leave a response. Pinging is currently not allowed. QuikNote is a basic text editor
developed in Java that gives you the possibility to easily, open, edit, create and save plain text documents, namely files with the
TXT extension. It offers a simpler alternative to the Windows Notepad, since it comes packed with a lighter set of options. No
installation necessary, besides Java Provided that you already have Java installed on your computer, you don&#039
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System Requirements:

MSIE 8, 9, 10, 11 Mac OS 10.5.8 or later Chrome 16 or later Firefox 13 or later Safari 5.1 or later Internet Explorer 10+,
Chrome 16+, Firefox 13+ Safari 5+ Mac OS 10.8 or later Chrome 16+, FireFox 13+ MSIE 8+, Chrome 16+ Firefox 13+ MSIE
8+,
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